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CloudPreserve™
for Code42 & Legal Hold Pro
CloudPreserve
makes it remarkably
easy to preserve
custodian computer
data
1. Create a legal hold
notice
From Legal Hold Pro,
customize your legal
hold language, attach
a questionnaire, and
schedule automated
reminders to boost
compliance.

2. Click to preserve
custodian computer
data
Click the box.
CloudPreserve
will automatically
send the request
to Code42, log the
activity in your report
center, and create a
defensible audit trail.

Innovative legal hold and preservation software for the modern enterprise
CloudPreserve is a paradigm-shifting integration between Code42, the leading
data protection and visibility software for large enterprises, and Legal Hold Pro, the
most intuitive legal hold solution for corporate legal teams.
CloudPreserve connects two of the most widely adopted and secure enterprise
solutions on the market. This partnership strengthens the eDiscovery preservation
process by enabling legal teams to quickly deploy legal hold notifications from
Legal Hold Pro and then automatically apply in-place preservation holds to data on
custodian laptops and desktops that are protected by Code42.
By leveraging the custodian’s existing data backup and recovery software
to preserve data, CloudPreserve prevents data spoliation, reduces risk, and
empowers legal teams to operate with minimal IT support.

3. Relax
Code42 will update
the custodian’s
preservation
policy to prevent
the accidental
or intentional
destruction of data.

Legal Hold Pro makes it easy
to initiate legal holds,
track custodian compliance
and generate a defensible
audit trail of activity

CloudPreserve™
CloudPreserve connects
Legal Hold Pro with Code42,
allowing users to apply in-place
preservation holds to custodian
computer data, preventing
spoliation and reducing risk

Code42 silently and
continuously backs up
every version of every file
on laptops and desktops,
without disrupting the end user
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Streamline eDiscovery workflow
CloudPreserve makes it effortless for
legal teams to manage legal holds,
track compliance, apply in-place
preservation holds to computer data,
and create a defensible audit trail of
activity.

About Zapproved
Zapproved LLC is a pioneering leader
in cloud-based eDiscovery software
for corporate legal and compliance
departments. Our suite of intuitive and
scalable solutions empowers teams
to seamlessly and defensibly initiate
legal holds and collect, process and
review data with ease. We are also
SOC 2 Type 2 certified, the industry’s
highest rating for data security. With
99% customer retention, we continue
to cultivate ridiculously happy
customer experiences year after year.

Say goodbye to manual data
collections
By leveraging Code42’s existing
backup systems, CloudPreserve
empowers legal teams to preserve
data on laptops and desktops, while
eliminating the need for manual data
collection and IT support.

Contact Zapproved or Code42 to
learn more about CloudPreserve.

Rest assured with world-class data
security
Both Code42 and Zapproved protect
your enterprise with industry-leading
security practices and SOC 2 Type
2 Certification, which demonstrates
adherence to information security,
availability, integrity, confidentiality,
and privacy best practices.
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Code42, the leader in cloud-based endpoint data security and recovery, protects more than 47,000 organizations worldwide. Code42 enables IT and security teams to centrally manage and protect critical data
for some of the most recognized brands in business and education. From monitoring endpoint data movement and use, to meeting data privacy regulations, to simply and rapidly recovering from data incidents no
matter the cause, Code42 is central to any organization’s data security strategy. Code42 is headquartered in Minneapolis, MN and backed by Accel Partners, JMI Equity, NEA and Split Rock Partners.
For more information, visit code42.com. © 2017
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